CONTINUOUS BREACH PREVENTION
Stop breaches and gain threat knowledge with the integrated
solution from CrowdStrike and Anomali

IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE:
• Immediate and effective endpoint
protection against all types of attacks –
both malware and malware free
•G
 ain visibility into breaking events to

The threat landscape evolves constantly:
Stay ahead of adversaries with an advanced,
scalable joint solution that enables customers
to identify and understand adversaries now to
protect their networks and endpoints .

help you understand sophisticated
attackers’ motives
•P
 rioritize your resources by determining
targeted versus commodity attacks

JOINT SOLUTION FEATURES:
•A
 ggregate multiple sources of threat
intelligence for the most comprehensive
solution possible
• I mport IOC’s from Anomali into CrowdStrike
Falcon Host for current and retrospective
threat detection coverage
•A
 nomali and CrowdStrike support sharing
of threat intelligence across organizations

	STOP BREACHES - Prevent both malware
and malware-free attacks

via trusted circles
	5-SECOND VISIBILITY - To discover and
investigate current and historic
endpoint activity
	CLOUD POWERED - Lower cost and effective
performance with cloud delivery 24/7

A COMPLETE THREAT INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYSIS PLATFORM
THAT POWERS ADVANCED ENDPOINT PROTECTION

Falcon Intelligence provides
actionable insights into the top
threat actors, attack vectors,
and threat intelligence trends.

Falcon Intelligence integrates
seamlessly into Anomali’s
Threat Intelligence Platform
that automatically injects all
observables into your security
infrastructure.

Falcon Host ingests third-party
indicators of Compromise
(IOC) from Anomali to add an
additional layer of protection to
your endpoints

PRIORITIZE YOUR EFFORTS

STOP SOPHISTICATED ATTACKS INSTANTLY

Challenge:
As the threat landscape evolves constantly,
security teams lack a clear understanding of
where to focus their efforts.

Challenge:
Maintaining complete endpoint protection
means having to update signatures and
pushing out frequent updates.

Solution:
Leverage the power and depth of Anomali and
CrowdStrike’s world-class intelligence teams
to make informed decisions on how to better
prioritize your security focus.

Solution:
The integration allows you to load IOC’s from
Anomali directly into CrowdStrike’s Falcon
Platform for instant visibility, contextuallyrelevant alerts and always up-to-date
protection

Customer Benefit:
With a better understanding and deeper
visibility into your adversaries, your security
team can be proactive instead of reactive,
saving you both money and resources.

Customer Benefit:
Complete protection against sophisticated
attacks instantly—right at the endpoint—on or
off your corporate network.

About CrowdStrike

About Anomali

CrowdStrikeTM is a cybersecurity technology firm pioneering cloud

Anomali delivers earlier detection and identification of adversaries in your

delivered next-generation endpoint protection and services. The CrowdStrike

organizations network by making it possible to correlate tens of millions

Falcon platform stops breaches by preventing, detecting and responding to

of threat indicators against your real time network activity logs and up to a

all attacks types, at every stage – even malware-free intrusions.

year or more of forensic log data. Anomali’s approach enables detection at
every point along the kill chain, making it possible to mitigate threats before
material damage to your organization has occurred.
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